Hepatic vessel trees are the key structures in the liver. Knowledge of the hepatic vessel trees is important for liver surgery planning and hepatic disease diagnosis such as portal hypertension. However, hepatic vessels cannot be easily distinguished from other liver tissues in non-contrast CT images. Automated segmentation of hepatic vessels in non-contrast CT images is a challenging issue. In this paper, an approach for automated segmentation of hepatic vessels trees in non-contrast X-ray CT images is proposed. Enhancement of hepatic vessels is performed using two techniques: (1) histogram transformation based on a Gaussian window function; (2) multi-scale line filtering based on eigenvalues of Hessian matrix. After the enhancement of hepatic vessels, candidate of hepatic vessels are extracted by thresholding. Small connected regions of size less than 100 voxels are considered as false-positives and are removed from the process. This approach is applied to 20 cases of non-contrast CT images. Hepatic vessel trees segmented from the contrast-enhanced CT images of the same patient are used as the ground truth in evaluating the performance of the proposed segmentation method. Results show that the proposed method can enhance and segment the hepatic vessel regions in non-contrast CT images correctly.
INTRODUCTION
The latest multi-slice CT scanners generate a large number (500-1000) of slices to construct a volumetric CT image covering a wide volume of human body in a very short time (10-20 seconds). Although such a volumetric CT image can provide detailed information of human internal organs, the interpretations (viewing 800-1200 slices of CT images manually in front of a monitor for each patient case) need a lot of time and energy. Therefore, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems which can support the multi-lesion interpretations for multi-organs in a CT image are desirable. Such CAD system can increase the lesion detection accuracy of radiologist and decrease the interpretation burden. Anatomical human structure recognition in CT images is necessary for the development of such CAD systems.
Liver is one of the most important diagnosis target organs of CAD systems. Lesion detection and surgery planning of the liver always require CAD systems to extract the liver region first and recognize the hepatic vessel trees in CT images. Many research works [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] were presented for liver segmentation and hepatic vessels recognition based on contrast-enhanced or multi-phase abdominal CT images. However, few of them focused on the liver segmentation and vessel recognition using non-contrast CT images that are routinely used for lesion screening in clinical medicine.
We have proposed an automated approach for liver region segmentation in non-contrast CT images using a probabilistic atlas and confirmed the efficiency and accuracy of the method based on a large database [7] [8] [9] . In this paper, we propose a method to extract the hepatic vessels including portal vein and hepatic vein in non-contrast CT images in the preparation of analysis of liver lobe recognitions. The intensity enhancement and Hessian based line filtering are two principal processes. In the following sections, we first describe the outline of hepatic vessels extraction and show the details of our approach in Section 2. Experimental results and discussions are presented in Section 3 and 4, respectively. A conclusion is given in Section 5.
METHODS
In non-contrast CT images, hepatic vessels have a lower CT number when compare to other liver tissues. However, the difference in CT number is very small and differentiation between hepatic vessels and other liver tissues based on computer analysis of CT numbers is difficult. The differentiation between hepatic vessels and other liver tissues in non-contrast CT images is difficult even for human observer. CT images enhanced with contrast materials are usually obtained for the visualization of blood vessels. In this paper, vessels in non-contrast CT images ware enhanced using a required Gaussian kernel function. The vessels region were then extracted using a Hessian matrix 10, 11 .
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Noise reduction and liver region extraction
Noise reduction was performed using a filtering technique. A number of image filters were considered including the Gaussian filter and the Median filter. The median filter of size 7 × 7 × 7 was chosen in this study because of its effectiveness in noise reduction.
Liver region areas were extracted using the method proposed by Zhou et al 9 .
In that method, organ-of-interest were extracted using an 'Atlas'-based approach. Probabilistic distribution of gray-scale level and existence ware established using a sample of 77 cases. The probabilistic distributions were transformed and applied to individual cases in this study in extracting the liver regions.
Enhancement of hepatic vessels 2.2.1. Enhancement of hepatic vessels using histogram transformation
Let µ and σ be the mean and standard deviation of gray-scale level of hepatic vessel, respectively. A vessel-enhanced image p(x) is enhanced selectively by a transformation of image I(x) using Equation (1) .
where C is a non-zero constant value.
Equation (1) is a windowing function of voxel value I(x) for histogram transformation. The mean µ and standard deviation σ of gray-scale level of hepatic vessels were estimated as follows: First, the whole liver region area without hepatic vessels was estimated using the method proposed by Zhou et al 9 . Second, a difference area was obtained by subtracting the liver region without the hepatic vessels from the whole liver area.
As a difference area may include a lot of hepatic vessels, the mean of hepatic vessels are estimated by calculating the mean, standard deviation, and histogram of the difference area. Therefore, we assumed gray-scale level of hepatic vessel as normal distribution because difference area was nearly equal to normal distribution.
Enhancement of hepatic vessels using line-filter based on Hessian matrix
Hepatic vessel area has possibility of inclusion of non-hepatic vessels. We have assumed that hepatic vessels composite set of line or cylinder components and have tree structures, so we had discussed a method for hepatic vessel components enhancement which can extracted features of line or cylinder components from pre-enhanced area selectively. There are a lot of method which enhance various size of cylinder or line such as Tensor Voting 12 or using eigenvalues of Hessian 10, 11, 13, 14 . Finally, the method proposed by Sato et al 11 was used to our method.
Let I be a 3-dimensional gray-scale isotropic image and I(x) be a gray-scale value at coordinate x = (x, y, z).
The eigenvalues of Hessian ∇ 2 I(x) is written as,
where I xx (x) represents partial derivatives of I(x).
For the calculation of partial derivatives, I(x) was convoluted with G(
2 ) or its derivatives. Our method uses recursively implement of Gaussian 15 in convolution process to improve computing cost.
If eigenvalues of ∇
where
γ ψ ≥ 0, γ ω ≥ 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1.0.
S line shows that similarity of line components using eigenvalues of Hessian. If the voxel is not a part of hepatic vessels, S line will indicate low value (ideal value is zero).
S line can be calculated by any value of parameter σ. Parameter σ is corresponded to diameter of vessels which the method wants to enhance. In this method, we have chosen σ i using geometric series which have first term σ 0 and common ratio s as follow:
Finally, filter responses convoluted Gaussian with various values of σ are integrated into M x ,
where S line (x; σ f ) means that S line are calculated by Gaussian G(x) with standard deviation σ f on coordinate x.
Our method set parameter as s = 1.5, σ 0 = 1.5 , i = 1, 2, 3, α = 0.25, and γ ψ = γ ω = 0.5 for enhancement hepatic vessels which had over 3[mm] diameter.
Identification of hepatic vessels
The value of each voxel in enhanced images in Section 2.2.2 shows the probability of the existence of hepatic vessel regions in CT images. The gray-level thresholding method was applied to identify the hepatic vessel regions from enhanced images. A connected-component labeling and deleting was used to refine the hepatic vessel extraction result by deleting the isolated 3-D regions with a small volume (litter than 100 voxels).
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed method was applied to two patient cases of Torso CT images. Each patient case was imaged with a common protocol (120 kV/Auto mA) by a multi-slice CT scanner (UltraSpeed of GE Healthcare). Each CT image covered the whole human torso with about 1000 slices, isotopic spatial resolution of about 0.6 mm and density (CT number) resolution of 12 bits. The contrast-enhanced CT images for each patient were also prepared as the gold standard for evaluation of hepatic vessels extraction results. A radiologist indicated the truth of the hepatic vessels from the CT images and extraction results by referring the contrast-enhanced CT images slice-by-slice. The result images of each processing step in a patient CT case were shown in Figure 2 . The visual evaluation result using contrast enhanced CT images was shown in Figure 3 . A hepatic vessels extraction result was shown in Figure 4 . Figure 2 shows that transition of a slice of volumes after filtering. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transform of images before/after processing
It is difficult to distinguish hepatic vessels from original images by gray-scale values visually, because the difference between CT numbers of hepatic vessels and other region of liver is very small. That means the hepatic vessels extraction from non-contrast CT images is also a difficult problem. Using the CT number distribution estimation of vessel regions and line filter based on Hessian matrix, our method showed the potential of the analysis of hepatic vessel tree structures in non-contrast CT images. Some of vessel region were lost in the final extraction result. This was due to the misconnection of the hepatic vessels trees after line filtering and some of the vessles regions were removed as the false positives. However, we found that our method preserved the main parts of the hepatic vessel tree on CT images as shown in Figure 4 .
Enhancement of hepatic vessels
In the current research stage, only density (CT number) feature was used as vessel identification. The preliminary results showed that the main part of structures of hepatic vessel tree was recognized [ Figure 4 (a) and (b)]. The accuracy of vessel identification will be proved by adjusting the parameters of the line filters and histogram transformation processing and introducing the anatomical knowledge such as shape and topological relations of hepatic vessel tree.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a fully-automated method to extract hepatic vessels including portal vein and hepatic vein in non-contrast CT images. The hepatic vessels in liver region were enhanced using a Gaussian-based density transformation and identified using a Hessian-based line filtering. This method was applied to two non-contrast torso CT images. The accuracy evaluations of the vessel extraction were based on visual evaluations by a radiologist specialized in liver diagnosis. The contrast-enhanced CT images of the same patient were used as the ground truth for hepatic vessels evaluation.
We observed that even the density difference between hepatic vessels and other liver regions are very small in noncontrast CT cases; the proposed method can enhance and identify most of the vessels regions as well as human observer can. However, some false-positive regions were occurred in the vessel identification process due to the image noisy. Although we can adjust the parameters of the line filter to reduce the most of the false-positive regions and reserve the principle vessels in liver region, the tips of the vessels were also removed from the vessel extraction results.
We confirmed that the performance of our automated hepatic vessels identification algorithm is comparable to that of human observers. This result has the potential to extract liver lobe and the liver structures (useful for cirrhosis diagnosis) in non-contrast CT images.
